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Yeah, welcome! But what exactly are we 
writing, Ned?   

Plotting? Memories? Schemes? Writing down great 
pickup lines for all the girls we’re gonna meet in 
Europe?? Peter, the possibilities are endless, my child. 

Why am I the child??

Because you’re the one learning and going on missions 
and I ’m the guy in the chair that tells you where to go. 

. . . I guess that makes sense. Even though I don’ t 
know what you mean by missions, at all. No, sir. 
Also, it kind of sounds like someone’s starting to 
enjoy his unlimited power a bit too much.

Touché, bud, 
touché. 
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T OLD YOU!

Back to the journal. This is . . . our guide. Our 
guide to Europe. This is our totally awesome, 
totally normal European adventure journal.

It ’s weird when you say “totally normal ” like that, Pete. 

I’m just telling anyone who might read this over 
my shoulder (Hey, MJ!) that it is 100 percent 
average, normal, teenage-dude fun. 

Okay, sure, I can get on board with that.

That ’s why we’re friends, Ned. 

I ’m your guy, Pete!

You guys are dorks. 
Whatever, MJ, don’ t pretend like you don’ t love us. 

That doesn’t sound 
suspicious at all, Peter.

We're Great.
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Wait, Peter, can we talk about 
 you-know-who-with-the-you-know-

webs? Web-head*? You  k now.  
*How we refer to You-Know-Who

WHY WOULD WE DO THAT, NED? 
I BARELY KNOW THE GUY. 
But I read in the newspaper  
heard on a podcast  
read online that he’s going to 
Europe this summer, too.

you’re so bad at this. 

OMG, 



THINGS TO DO BEFORE WE 
LEAVE THE COUNTRY

(Or, Peter and Ned are very unprepared and bad at packing)

Peter’s Travel Check List

 ̆ Mini versions of everything: toothpaste, deodorant, soap. 
 So smol. So cute.

 ̆ Headphone splitter 
 Aw, do you wanna watch a movie with me, Parker? 
 That is not the plan  
 Right, the M-J plan. 
 That is not subtle.

 ̆ Clothes 

 ̆ Special Suit

 ̆ “Contact” solution 
 I thought you got Lasik?  
 May must’ve added that . . . 
 Peter, aren’t you forgetting someth ing?
      PASSPORT 

Ned’s Travel Check List 

 ̆ All the chargers, all the extra batteries

 ̆ My hat 

 ̆ Passport 

 ̆ Business cards 

What? Why?  
Easiest way to get my contact info  
to the girls we’re gonna meet, Pete! 

 ̆ Clothes

 ̆ Nice clothes

Are you bringing a tie, Pete?  

Yes

Hey, Ned, how many milliners  
does it take to make a hat?  

What’s a milliner?  
It ’s a hatmaker—just guess,  

you’re ruining the joke . 
This seems like a bad joke I’d tell. But 
okay, how many milliners does it take to 

make a hat? 
A million! Get it? Milliner? Million?  

Oh, buddy. That was really bad.  
And you know I love a good bad joke! 

I did it all for you, friend. We should call 

all these bad jokes NBJs for Ned’s Bad 

Jokes, since you usually inspire them. 
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Now that we have our passports, I looked up some of 
the sickest passport stamps online, and, Peter, we have 
to find these. We have to go. 

Deal! What ’s on the list? 

There is a place called the Polar Bear Capital of the 
World, and if we go, the passport stamp has a polar 
bear in it. I need this. 

Well, then I want to go to

The town with the second longest name in the world? 
I ’m familiar. And I ’m there. 

Do you think we could make it to Antarctica 
before these things expire? I’m pretty sure that 
would be a really awesome stamp to get. 

Why not? What’s stopping us? 
I mean, other than not being grown-ups.

Not being grown-ups right now.  

Did you guys know one of the most remote 
places in the world is this tiny island in the 
South Atlantic that takes five days to get to by 
boat from the closest port, because they don’t 
have an airport? I want to go. Only like 300 
people live there. It sounds amazing. 

That sounds . . . safe. 

I’d go with you, MJ. 

Yeah, you WOULD, Pete.
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